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TBJ, Incorporated is a worldwide leader specializing in the design and fabrication of high quality stainless steel
equipment for laboratories, research facilities, hospitals and pharmaceutical companies. More than that, we’re a
company with a diverse product line with a well-deserved reputation for providing superior customized solutions for
our customers.

Where We Began
Established in 1992, TBJ was founded by three brothers, Todd, Bryan and Jeff Campbell, and their father John.
John, had recently sold his successful medical and laboratory equipment manufacturing business. The Campbells,
with a combined 75 years of experience in the medical and laboratory equipment field, retained the rights to their
innovative “downdraft” laboratory workstation and set out to fill an important role in the marketplace: serving as
a single source for research, pathology and histology professionals to turn to for equipment designed to control
hazardous fumes and chemicals associated with laboratory procedures.

TBJ Today
Other innovative high-quality stainless steel products
quickly followed: backdraft workstations, vented storage
cabinets, specialty casework, bedding dispensers, bottlefilling stations, and more, including a wide range of
associated accessories. Today, from its state of the art
manufacturing facility located in Chambersburg, PA
(20 miles from historic Gettysburg, PA), TBJ provides
laboratories with total custom solutions for their working
environments. Beyond the exceptional quality of its
workstations and allied products, TBJ takes pride in its
ability to customize workstations
and laboratory systems to meet the
individual needs of its exacting
customers. We’re the leaders the
market turns to for total quality
and reliability in the laboratory.

TBJ Inc. Manufacturing, Engineering,
and Customer Service Facility located in
Chambersburg, PA
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At TBJ, we understand our customers are as varied and individual as the tasks they perform. We know laboratories
and research facilities come in different sizes, shapes and configurations. And we know different teams work
differently.
That’s why we’re not in the business of selling a few off-the-shelf products for every situation. We’ve got a better way.
We’ll sit down with you and your staff to gather as much detail on your equipment
requirements as possible. Information such as the type of work and procedures you are
doing, the make up of your staff, the layout and infrastructure of your facility and any other
special circumstances that apply. Utilizing both AutoCAD and Solid Works 3-D design
software programs, our engineers and designers will put together a proposal customized to
your situation. We’ll meet with you again and fine tune the proposal and then move ahead
with a plan and design that is right for you.
Your work’s too important to compromise on the safety and productivity of your people.

Contact TBJ for no cost,
no obligation planning
and proposals by our
experienced staff.
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TBJ
INTRODUCTION

Staying Ahead: Consulting and Custom Design Capabilities

EQUIPMENT INSTALLATION GALLERY

For every single customer order, we provide detailed approval drawings for customer review and approval.
These drawings show important installation information such as utility requirements and locations, dimensional
information as well as standard and optional features to be included on the equipment. This approval process
assures a successful installation such as these shown here.
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DOWNDRAFT WORKSTATIONS

Standard Size TBJ Tables
A Large Selection to Choose From
TBJ Downdraft Workstations are designed to pull air, hazardous odors, vapors and aerosols down and away from the
face and breathing zone of users thus providing a healthier and safer work area. A full range of standard designs
and models are available.

24 Series - 24” Table Width
Table Length
Model Number

48”
24-48
24-48-S

60”
24-60
24-60-S

30 Series - 30” Table Width
Table Length
Model Number

48”
30-48
30-48-S

60”
30-60
30-60-S

(“S” suffix indicates the table includes a sink and faucet)

72”
24-72
24-72-S

84”
24-84
24-84-S

96”
24-96
24-96-S

108”
24-108
24-108-S

120”
24-120
24-120-S

(“S” suffix indicates the table includes a sink and faucet)

72”
30-72
30-72-S

84”
30-84
30-84-S

96”
30-96
30-96-S

108”
30-108
30-108-S

*See options section of this brochure for full line of optional features that can be added to the base models.
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120”
30-120
30-120-S

36 Series - 36” Table Width*
Table Length
Model Number

48”
36-48
36-48-S

60”
36-60
36-60-S

(“S” suffix indicates the table includes a sink and faucet)

72”
36-72
36-72-S

84”
36-84
36-84-S

96”
36-96
36-96-S

108”
36-108
36-108-S

120”
36-120
36-120-S

VENTILATED
WORKSTATIONS

LSD Series Workstations*
The LSD Series is similar to the 24, 30 and 36 series except the duct connection is on the “long” side of the table.
These tables are typically installed against a wall so that access to the work area is from the front side of the table
only, opposite the duct connection.

Single-User Necropsy/Grossing Stations*
TBJ Single-User Grossing/Necropsy stations are ideal for any size lab requiring a workstation that includes all the
features you need at your fingertips. Integral lighting, formalin dispensing and collection and push-button height
adjustment are just some of the features available.

*See options section of this brochure for full line of optional features that can be added to the base models.
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DOWNDRAFT WORKSTATIONS

Dual-user Downdraft Workstations*
Dual-user workstations are designed to incorporate two workstations in to one space saving unit so that two users
can work simultaneously. The work areas are typically separated by a centrally located sink.

Multi-user Workstations*
TBJ Multi-user workstations are designed to provide multiple workstations in one modular design. Island designs
with 3, 4, 6 and 8 individual work areas are available.

*See options section of this brochure for full line of optional features that can be added to the base models.
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Semi-Enclosed*
On occasions when a greater degree of containment is needed, TBJ semi-enclosed downdraft workstations are the
ideal choice. These units feature a semi-enclosed hood with a hinged viewing window that gives the user the option of
working with the window in the open position on less critical procedures or closing the window to contain aerosols and
particulate on more critical procedures.

Mobile Downdraft Workstations*
Mobile downdraft workstations with quick-connect duct and utility fittings are available for custom applications.
Mobile tables enable the table to be disconnected and moved for cleaning purposes or to be moved from room
to room.

*See options section of this brochure for full line of optional features that can be added to the base models.
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DOWNDRAFT WORKSTATIONS

Wall Mounted Downdraft Workstations*
TBJ can customize a wall mounted workstation to fit
in your procedure room. Integral downdraft workstations in stainless steel countertops can be tailored
around the perimeter of your room.

Downdraft Work Benches*
TBJ can work with you to provide custom downdraft work benches for all your fume extraction requirements.
Workbenches are typically designed with economy in mind and do not include a lot of standard built-in
features and accessories.

Drop-in Downdraft Workstations*
TBJ Drop-in workstations are designed to “drop in” to both new and existing countertops and casework to provide
a quick, economical solution to adding downdraft ventilation to your lab.

*See options section of this brochure for full line of optional features that can be added to the base models.
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Downdraft Anatomy Tables*
These tables are ideal for use by medical school teaching facilities where cadavers are used for study in a class
room type setting. The tables are designed to exhaust formalin fumes from preserved specimens. A hinged cover
allows for storage of the specimen when the table is not in use. Both portable and stationary units available.

Downdraft Autopsy Tables*
TBJ downdraft autopsy tables are available with a complete range of options including table height adjustment,
hydro-aspirators, and heavy duty disposers. Ducting options allow for connections to be made through the floor,
ceiling or wall. Standard and custom sizes and features are available.

Self-Contained Downdraft Workstations*
TBJ offers self-contained downdraft systems that include an internal fan and filtering system when it isn’t
practical or possible to connect to a building exhaust source. Self-contained units can be supplied with charcoal,
potassium permanganate and HEPA filters. Units can be portable or stationary.

*See options section of this brochure for full line of optional features that can be added to the base models.
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BACKDRAFT WORKSTATIONS

Single-User Necropsy/Grossing Workstations*
TBJ Single-User Necropsy/Grossing Workstations are ideal for any size lab requiring a workstation that includes all
the features you need at your fingertips. Integral lighting, formalin dispensing and collection and push-button height
adjustment are just some of the features available.

Dual-User Necropsy/Grossing Workstations*
Dual-user workstations are designed to provide two workstations within one piece of equipment so that two users
can work simultaneously. Floor space and utilities are economized with this design.

*See options section of this brochure for full line of optional features that can be added to the base models.
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Multi-User Backdraft Workstations*
TBJ Multi-User backdraft workstations are designed to provide multiple workstations in one modular design.
Standard and custom designs with 3, 4, 6 and 8 individual work areas are available.

Semi-Enclosed Single-User Workstations*
On occasions when a greater degree of containment is needed, TBJ Single-User Semi-Enclosed backdraft
workstations are the ideal choice. These units feature a semi-enclosed hood with a hinged viewing window that
gives the user the option of working with the window in the open position on less critical procedures or closing
the window to contain aerosols and particulate on more critical procedures.

Semi-Enclosed Dual-User Workstations*
TBJ Semi-Enclosed Dual-User workstations are designed for added containment just like the single-user
stations but these are also designed so that two users can work simultaneously at one space saving unit.

*See options section of this brochure for full line of optional features that can be added to the base models.
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BACKDRAFT WORKSTATIONS

Wall Mounted*
Wall mounted backdraft stations make clean-up of the work area and lab easy since there are no base supports
or leg supports on the floor. A variety of standard and custom configurations are available.

Workbench Series Backdraft Tables*
TBJ’s Backdraft Work Bench series backdraft tables incorporate a simple, economical design that provides an
efficient and effective ventilated work area for a wide variety of applications and procedures. The standard design
incorporates a stainless steel work surface with a full-length backdraft plenum with exhaust duct connection(s),
perforated exhaust panel(s) and a sturdy, heavy-duty tubular base with adjustable leveling feet. Optional features
include sinks, faucets, push-button height adjustment, gas outlets, drawers, cabinets, shelving, casters and wallmounting to name a few.

*See options section of this brochure for full line of optional features that can be added to the base models.
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Tabletop Backdraft Ventilation
Tabletop backdraft units allow for easy installation of a countertop ventilation system into both new and existing
facilities.

Self-Contained Backdraft Workstations
TBJ offers self-contained backdraft systems that include an internal fan and filtering system when it isn’t
practical or possible to connect to a building exhaust source. Self-contained units can be supplied with
charcoal, potassium permanganate and HEPA filters. Units can be portable or stationary.

*See options section of this brochure for full line of optional features that can be added to the base models.
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DUAL DRAFT WORKSTATIONS

Single-User Dual Draft Workstations*
TBJ’s dual-draft workstations combine
both downdraft and backdraft ventilation
to pull air, odors, vapors and aerosols
both down and away and back and away
from personnel. Airflow is drawn through
perforated work surface panels and a
backdraft grill located vertically behind
the work surface panels.

*See options section of this brochure for full line of optional features that can be added to the base models.
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Dual-User Dual Draft Workstations*
Dual-user dual draft workstations utilize both downdraft and backdraft ventilation like our single user units
and are designed to provide two workstations within one unit so that two users can work simultaneously.
Floor space and utilities are economized with this design.
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VENTED/NON-VENTED WORKSTATIONS

Vented Small Animal Surgery Tables
Our line of backdraft and downdraft
small animal surgery tables are
specifically designed to capture
and contain anesthesia gases such
as isoflurane and halothane and
eliminate exposure to personnel
during surgical procedures. The
optional snorkel exhaust allows for
pinpoint placement of exhaust right
at the induction box or nose cone
to control spikes in gas exposure. A
variety of options such as procedure
lights, instrument storage drawers,
pull out Mayo trays and push-button
height adjustment allow these table to
be customized around your needs.

Mobile /Stationary Downdraft Anesthesia/ Surgery Tables

Mobile/Stationary Backdraft
Anesthesia /Surgery Tables

Vented Chemical Dispensing
Vented Formalin Dispensing and Collection Station
This unit is designed to provide a station for dispensing formalin and also collecting
used formalin for disposal. Combination backdraft and downdraft ventilation protect
personnel from exposure during dispensing and collection of waste formalin.
Additional features:
• Can be ducted to building exhaust or
supplied with blower/filter system.
• Dispenses formalin from a carboy,
cardboard formalin container or a plastic
drum.
• Foot pedal control dispensing.
• Audible and visual “Formalin Container
Full” alarms.
• Can also dispense other chemicals such
as xylene and alcohol.
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Necropsy / Dissection Tables – Non-Vented
Stationary Necropsy/Dissection Tables
TBJ Non-Vented Necropsy/Dissection
tables are economical tables that are
ideal for necropsy procedures where
containing odors, aerosols and vapors
are not a major concern. Standard tables
are available in widths of 24”, 30” and
36” and in lengths from 48” all the way
up to 120”. “L” shaped designs are also
available. As with all TBJ tables, a wide
variety of options allow you to customize
a table around your specific needs.

Mobile Necropsy/Dissection Tables
Mobile necropsy tables provide an
economical portable table that can be
moved from room to room or be docked
to the sink of one of our backdraft or
downdraft necropsy tables. These tables
can be custom designed as required.
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OPTIONAL FEATURES & ACCESSORIES FOR TBJ
WORKSTATIONS AND TABLES
Striving to achieve the perfect integration of features, form, and function, TBJ workstation options and accessories
allow easy adaptation and installation to pre-existing and/or new equipment. Think about what could help you work
more efficiently. Take a look at some of the existing options we have available. Then tell us what you need us to
create. There is no need to compromise or lower your expectations. We can custom design and create a TBJ system
that is just right for you and your expectations.

Fixtures
Heavy Duty Disposer

DISS Medical Gas Outlets

TBJ offers a 1 horse power heavy
duty disposer as the standard
disposer. The 1 HP disposer
provides quick, efficient, effortless
and near silent disposal of waste
material. It is pre-wired with an
ON/OFF switch with water proof
stainless steel hinged cover. Additional features
include premium-quality stainless steel chamber and
two long-lasting stainless steel rotary blades and a
double-baffle design that keeps noise down.

These outlets provide convenient
access to medical gases and
vacuum. They conform to NFPA
99 and CCA/DISS standards. They
are available for oxygen, vacuum,
air, nitrous oxide, evacuation
vacuum, carbon dioxide, oxygen/
CO2 and nitrogen.

Eye Wash/Face Wash - Deck
Mounted Swivel with Auto-Flow

Deck Mounted Eye Wash/
Drench Hose

The spray head assembly has two
FS-Plus spray heads. Each head
has a “flip top” dust cover, internal
flow control and filter to remove
impurities from the water flow.

The spray head assembly has two
GS-Plus spray heads mounted
side-by-side. Each spray head has
a “flip top” dust cover, internal
flow control and filter to remove
impurities from the water flow.
The valve is a forged brass squeeze valve activated by
stainless steel lever handle. It has a locking clip which
engages when the handle is depressed, providing
“hands free” operation. The valve stays open until
locking clip is released. ANSI compliant.

The valve is 1/2” IPS brass stayopen ball valve with mechanical linkage to the outlet
head assembly. Swinging the head assembly from
storage to operational position activates the valve. The
unit remains in operation until the head assembly is
returned to storage position. ANSI compliant.

Faucet Food Pedal Control
Electronic Sensor
Controlled Faucet

The chrome plated hot/cold foot
pedal control with swing spout
faucet can be provided in lieu of
our standard swing spout faucet
with wrist blade handles. The foot
pedal allows for convenient hands
free operation of the faucet. Several
different mounting options are available.

The sensor controlled faucet
provides hands free use of the
faucet. An integral thermostatic
mixing valve enables adjustment
of the water temperature.
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Deck Mounted Pistol
Spray Gun

Laboratory Ball Valves
Precision engineered
laboratory ball valves
provide a reliable, easily
regulated gas or vacuum
flow. Valves can be
panel mounted or deck
mounted. Standard finish is
chrome plated. Epoxy coated
finish is optional. Indexing caps for the following: Air,
Gas, Vacuum, Oxygen, Carbon Dioxide, Hydrogen and
Nitrogen.

The Deck Mounted Pistol Spray
Gun is the ideal instrument for
cleaning laboratory glassware,
pipettes, syringes, catheters,
cuvettes, endoscopes, cystoscopes,
cannulae and a variety of other
instruments as well as general
rinsing and wash down of our tables and sinks.
The Pistol Spray Gun uses either water or pressurized
air. It features a new type of internal flow control
mechanism which permits the smooth and simple
adjustment of the water or air flow across the entire
range of the trigger movement. The desired maximum
water or air flow can be set by using the small knurled
screw located behind the trigger. It is then regulated
via the trigger up to the set maximum value.

Hydro Aspirator
Designed for fluid collection and
fluid removal by vacuum suction.
Vacuum maintains 26” suction at
60 psi of water pressure. A reverse
flow features enables easy cleaning
of clogged tubing and provides a
fresh water spray. The aspirator is
provided with a non-clogging post aspirator for easy
removal of fluids. The post aspirator is connected to
the hydro-aspirator with heavy wall flexible plastic
tubing. The hydro-aspirator includes an ON/OFF water
control valve and a vacuum breaker to eliminate the
possibility of back siphonage.

Drench Hose - Deck Mounted

Deck Mounted Rinse Unit
Deck mounted rinse units are
utilized for table rinsing and wash
down and include hot and cold
water and can also be supplied
with cold water only.
Body: Forged brass with polished
chrome plated finish.
Rinse Assembly: Self-closing squeeze valve with
rubber-bound spray head, insulated handle and locking
ring. Valve is mounted on spring loaded 39” stainless
steel hose.

Spray Gun with Recoil Hose
The spray gun with recoil hose is
a standard feature on most TBJ
downdraft and backdraft tables.
It provides a means for cold water
wash down and rinsing of the
table and accessories. A 12 foot
recoil hose allows for easy access
of the entire table. A spray nozzle provides a gentle
high volume, low pressure spray to prevent potential
contaminants from being aersolized.

Drench Hose - Side Mounted
The Drench Hose Spray Head
Assembly has a single FS-Plus
spray head. Spray head has
“flip top” dust cover, internal
flow control and filter to remove
impurities from the water flow.
The valve is a forged brass
squeeze valve activated by stainless steel lever handle.
The valve closes when the handle is released.
The hose is a 12’ nylon recoiling hose with180 PSI
maximum rated working pressure. A table mounted
hook attached to the table holds the unit to the table.
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OPTIONAL
ACCESSORIES

The spray head assembly is a
single FS-Plus spray head with
a “flip top” dust cover, internal
flow control and filter to remove
impurities from the water flow.
The valve is a forged brass squeeze
valve activated by a stainless
steel lever handle. The valve closes when the handle is
released.
The hose is an 8’ reinforced PVC hose with 300 PSI
maximum rated working pressure. Mounting is via
a deck flange for countertop mounting. ANSI-compliant.

OPTIONAL FEATURES & ACCESSORIES

Formalin Fixtures
Formalin Cup Sink with
Collection Carboy

Gravity Flow Formalin
Dispensing Carboy

The Formalin Collection
Carboy is connected to
the formalin cup sink
for collection of formalin
disposed of through the
cup sink. Optional level
control sensor is available to
provide an audible and visual
“formalin full” alarm.

TBJ offers 2 1/2, 5 gallon and 6
gallon polyethylene gravity flow
formalin dispensing carboys that
can be supplied on virtually all TBJ
tables. This option includes either
a fixed or adjustable stainless steel
shelf.

Powered Formalin
Dispensing System

Formalin Faucet

Our Powered Formalin Dispensing
system is an option that can
be provided on most all TBJ
tables. The system includes a
formalin holding carboy, formalin
faucet and foot pedal ON/OFF
control. The system allows for controlled dispensing
of formalin from a sealed container thus reducing
exposer to fumes. As an option, formalin can be
dispensed directly from a 5 gallon cube as supplied
by many formalin suppliers in lieu of the 5 gallon
dispensing carboy. A pull-out shelf is standard to
make for easy access to the carboy or cube.

Formalin dispensing faucets can
be provided on most vented and
non-vented TBJ tables. High
density PVC formalin compatible
faucets can be connected to our
powered formalin dispensing
system or to a pressurized house
supply source.

Lighting
3.5 Diopter Fluorescent
Magnifier

Fiber Optic Small Animal
Surgery Lights

A 3.5 diopter lens with (2)
13 watt compact fluorescent
lamps provides state-of-the-art
magnification. Each fluorescent
lamp has its own ON/OFF switch.
The magnifier is positioned on
heavy duty K-arms. The arms are made of .5” square
tubing which house the heat tempered springs that
allow the magnifier to be perfectly balanced precisely
at its desired location during critical analysis of
specimens. K-arms are offered in 30” and 45” long
reach models.

Our Fiber Optic Small Animal
Surgery Lights direct two powerful
beams of premium quality, intense
light to the patient. They provide a
150 watt cold point light source so
they do not affect body or specimen
temperature. Gooseneck shafts provide maximum
flexibility so light can easily be directed precisely
where you want it. A heavy duty base enables the light
guides to be easily positioned where needed. The light
source includes an electronic dimmer for continuous
setting of the light intensity. 115 V with detachable
IEC cord. CSA and UL certified and CE conforming.
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Compact 50 Watt Medical
Examination Light

Compact Fluorescent
Task Light

This light was designed specifically
to meet medical examination light
needs. These versatile halogen
lights are ideal for examination
areas where high intensity
examination light is needed.
Features Include:
• 50 watts of focused, white halogen light.
• Adjustable arm lever (vertical & horizontal) for
precise positioning.
• Swivel lamp head with vertical & horizontal
movement for easy adjustment.
• Standard cold-light reflector, which dissipates
heat through back of the lamp head.

The Fluorescent task light includes
a flexible 27” long anti-vibration
gooseneck arm. The fluorescent
bulb provides extremely low heat
emission and high light output.
Includes ON/OFF rocker switch on
the mounting base.

Halogen Task Light with
Optional Magnifier
• T
 hese 20 watt halogen lights are
designed for ease-of-use and are
engineered for heavy duty usage.
The compact head is made of
high impact polymide plastic and
allows for unobstructed views of
the work area.
• Available with a 20” flexible gooseneck or articulating arm (12” and 27” long arms optional).
• High intensity 20 watt halogen bulb offers more
than 2,000 hours of projected light.
• Magnifier optional

Swivel Type Surgical Light
The “standard” in the
medical industry, TBJ’s Swivel
Type Surgical Light offers
uncompromising quality and
reliability. Boasting the best
features and durability of any
reflector-type light in its class, it
features a 100-watt halogen
bulb protected by UV/IR absorbent glass cylinders
providing a cool light beam for added comfort during
long hours of use. This is the ideal light for nearly all
procedures. 3500 fc (38,000 Lux) at 24” (61 cm).
3900° K Color Temperature. Bulb housed in a heatabsorbing, color-correcting glass cylinder. UL 606011/60601-2-41 Certified.

Procedure Aids
Adjustable Digital
Camera Holder

Adjustable Height
Perfusion Shelf

The adjustable camera holder is
mounted to a slide channel for
easy movement and includes a
telescoping arm so that the camera
can be positioned securely in place
for photographing specimens.

The adjustable height perfusion
shelf is designed to support a
carboy full of solution for gravity
flow of the solution during perfusion
procedures. The shelf is adjustable
from 24” to 48” above the work
surface so that the flow rate can be adjusted. The
shelf locks securely into place at 2” increments.
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OPTIONAL FEATURES & ACCESSORIES

Procedure Aids (continued)
Inch/Centimeter Scale

Computer Monitor and
Keyboard Arms

Washable, easy to read inch/centimeter scale
for quick and easy measuring of specimens are
available for all table types.

TBJ offers various configurations
of flat screen computer monitor
and keyboard holder arms that
can be mounted to most any
workstation to provide ease in data
entry.

IV Pole
Magnetic Instrument Holder

Our stainless steel IV pole can be
placed on any table. The pole
features a dual hook and includes
a holder that allows for height
adjustment or removal of the pole
when not needed.

Our Magnetic Instrument Holder
is made of type 304 stainless
steel and has (2) magnetic bars
to allow quick storage and access
to tools and instruments during
procedures.

Stainless Steel
Pegboard Holder

Pull Out Mayo Tray
Many of our small animal
surgery tables can be
provided with an optional
pull out mayo tray for
instrument storage and easy
access to instruments during
procedures.

Our stainless steel pegboard
holder is designed to hold
and store instruments
for easy access during
procedures. The size and
location of the pegboard can
be customized around your
specific needs.

Digitally Controlled
Surgical Warmer

Safety Splash Shield

Our digitally controlled
surgical warmer is
designed to provide
localized warming
to maintain body
temperature during
small animal surgery
procedures. Constructed of type 304 stainless
steel, the warmer includes an easy to read digital
temperature display and simple “up” and “down”
pushbutton thermostatic control. Overall dimensions
of the heated work area are 18” x 22”. 120 volt plug
in connection.

Our clear, adjustable safety splash
shield can easily be moved into
place for protection when there is
a concern of exposure to splashing
or aerosols during a specific
procedure. The flexible gooseneck
arm allows the shield to be moved
out of the way when not needed.
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Tie Down Bars with
Adjustable Cleats
Tie down bars with
adjustable cleats are an
option available on many
TBJ tables. The bars are
used for positioning and
securing animals during
surgery and necropsy
procedures. A stainless steel
bar is located on each side of the table. Each bar
has (2) adjustable cleats that slide horizontally on
the bar.

Scales
Compact Electronic Scale

Hanging Dial Scale

This scale is compact and provides total portability in
a durable, easy to clean housing. It offers 2000 grams
weighing capacity with 1 gram precision. It operates
off of (3) AA alkaline batteries and includes automatic
shutoff.

These high accuracy
scales are trusted for their
absolute precision and
long-lasting reliability. They
are constructed of chromeplated steel with a 13-inch
glass covered double dial.
Full capacity is reached in
three pointer revolutions.
Runners are indexed for each
revolution. A zero adjust
features allows zeroing
of up to 10% capacity.
Scales come standard with
a machined stainless steel
pinion and phosphor bronze
rack combination for low
friction performance even at elevated temperatures.
Twin brass dashpots eliminate pointer oscillation. The
large, easy-to-read dial features a knife edge pointer.
A 14 1/2” diameter by 5” deep pan with hook is
included. The scale is supported by a removable scale
support made of heavy gauge stainless steel tubing
which inserts into an adjustable support bracket
attached to the table.

Hanging Digital Scale
The Hanging Digital is
a full-featured, batterypowered hanging scale that
incorporates push button
tare, a sleep mode, and an
auto shutoff mode to prolong
battery life. Its aluminum
alloy construction makes it
lightweight and easy to use,
but tough enough to stand up
under conditions required of
any portable hanging scale.
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OPTIONAL FEATURES & ACCESSORIES

Storage Options
Adjustable Shelves

Mobile Storage Cabinets

Adjustable shelves for
storage of miscellaneous
items are available on
several table designs.
Shelves can be quickly and
easily adjusted as needed.

Our mobile storage cabinets
provide a storage space for
equipment, instruments and
supplies. They can be designed
to slide underneath a table or
for setting beside a table during
procedure for easy access to
supplies and instruments.

Integral Storage Drawers
Many TBJ tables can be equipped
with integral drawers for storage of
instruments, equipment and supplies.

Utility Fixtures
Flush Down Manifold System

GFCI Receptacle with
Stainless Steel Cover

Flush down manifold systems for
assisting in table clean up are a
standard feature on many TBJ
tables but optional on others.
On downdraft tables, the flush
manifold system consists of (2)
spray bars which run horizontally
lengthwise on both sides of the
table. Each manifold has a series of machined spray
nozzles. On our backdraft grossing stations, there
is an integral spray manifold with spray nozzles on
one end of the table that sprays a gentle rinse from
one end across the sloped surface to the sink.

Ground Fault Circuit Interrupt
(GFCI) outlets can be included on
almost every TBJ table. Multiple
receptacles can be provided. All
GFCI receptacles include our high
quality type 304 stainless steel
weather proof, spring loaded cover.

Sensor Activated
Soap Dispenser
The sensor activated soap
dispenser is a battery powered
hands free unit. The dispenser
features an LED display and you
can select from (4) different
dispensing portions. It is easily
removable for filling with soap.

Power Strips
If you have a requirement
for the use of numerous
electrical appliances, the
optional power strip provides
convenient electrical
outlets right at the work
surface level. Power strips
are available with various
quantities of outlets to meet your needs.
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Ventilation Accessories
Air Velocity Monitor

Air Velocity Monitor with
Digital Read Out

This economical air velocity
monitor is designed to alert you
when air flow is too low or too high.
A red LED light indicates low flow
(adjustable from 0-150 FPM). A
low flow audible alarm sounds,
requiring manual acknowledgement
to silence. A green LED indicates
normal operation. A yellow LED indicates high flow
(adjustable from 0-275 FPM).

The air monitor continuously monitors
and indicates air flow velocity in the
exhaust duct and displays important
parameters. When the velocity or
pressure drops below a predetermined
level, an audible and visual alarm is
activated. The monitor includes a high flow alarm to
help detect excessive airflow.

Duct Transitions, Duct
Extensions and Flexible
Stainless Steel Duct

Magnehelic Gage
Virtually all TBJ ventilated
workstation can be provide
with the Magnehelic
Differential Pressure Gage
option. Various models are
available for measuring
exhaust fan pressure, filter
resistance, pressure drop
and air velocity. Specify the
desired measurement you
want to monitor at the time
of order.

TBJ offers a variety of duct connection
options to meet every ducting
requirement. Duct transitions are
available from rectangular to round,
rectangular to reduced rectangular
and rectangular to increased
rectangular. Round duct
extensions made of rigid
stainless steel or flexible
stainless steel from 4”
O.D. to 10” O.D. are
available for tables with
round duct connections
and rigid rectangular duct
extensions are available for
all tables with a rectangular duct connection.

Snorkel Exhaust
Our snorkel exhaust option can
be added to many of our standard
tables to provide additional point
of use ventilation of gases, fumes
and odors. The snorkel arm is selfsupporting and can be equipped
with a variety of optional hood and
nozzle ends.

HEPA and Charcoal Filters
With Stainless Steel Housing
A variety of high capacity filter and
filter housings are available for air
filtration of exhausted air. HEPA filter,
charcoal filters and combination HEPA
and charcoal filters are available and
can be tailored around your specific
needs. Housings are available in Non Bag-in/Bagout and Bag-in/Bag-out configurations. Filters and
housings can be wall mounted as shown in the photo
or they can be remotely located in an interstitial
space or on a roof top. Filter and housing sizes will
vary depending upon the CFM required for the table.
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Waste Collection
3-Way Diverter Drain Valve

Drain Collection Carboy

Our 3-Way Diverter
Drain Valves can be
supplied on most
tables and provide the
flexibility of manually
directing table waste
to the sanitary sewer
system or to a drain
collection carboy or
fluid transfer tank.

TBJ can provide a dedicated drain collection
carboy with quick connect fittings so that all
waste draining from the table can be collected for
disposal at another location. This is an excellent
option if there is not a sanitary sewer system drain
available for the table or if the table waste needs
to be collected for treatment prior to draining to
the sanitary sewer system. Carboy capacities are
available in 6, 5 and 2 1/2 gallons.

Fluid Transfer Tank
Our portable fluid transfer tank provides a means of
collecting a large volume of waste for disinfection
or sterilization prior to disposing the waste to the
sanitary sewer system. An audible and visual alarm
system indicates when the tank is filled to capacity
and alerts users to empty the tank. The standard
unit is designed to be autoclavable so that waste
can be sterilized prior to drainage. Transfer tanks are
available in various capacities.

PVC Holding Tank
Our stationary PVC holding tank provides a
means of collecting a large volume of waste for
disinfection or sterilization prior to disposing the
waste to the sanitary sewer system. An audible
and visual alarm system indicates when the tank
is filled to capacity and alerts users to empty the
tank. The standard tank has a 30 gallon capacity.
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Work Surface Enhancements
Custom Downdraft
Work Surfaces

Detachable Sliding
Instrument Tray

Downdraft work
surfaces can be
customized for
special procedures
and for reduced air
flow requirements.
Perimeter perforated
work surfaces reduce
the amount of open area on the table thus reducing
the CFM requirements. This is particularly effective
when a known percentage of table surface is typically
covered during procedures. Hole sizes from 1/8” to
1/2” can be provided based upon what is best for
your specific procedures.

Provides a convenient
dry work area
adjacent to the
main work surface,
perfect for keeping
instrument and
supplies handy. An
economical way to
add work space.

Pull Out Writing Surface
The pull out writing surface provides a sturdy,
convenient surface for note taking and documentation
right at the workstation. The surface conveniently
slides underneath the work surface for out of the way
storage when not in use.

Fold-Down Shelf Extensions
Our fold down shelf
extensions can be placed
on the side or end of
our tables to provide
additional work surface
area. In the upright
position the shelf locks
easily and securely into
place. It folds down
quickly and easily as well for out of the way storage
when not needed or it can be completely removed.

Removable and Fixed Hoods

Recessed Perforated
Pan Insert and Panel

Many TBJ tables
can be supplied
with an optional
removable or
fixed hood
to provide a
greater degree
of containment
for protection
from aerosols
and contaminants. The hood shown in these photos
has (2) hinged viewing windows and an integral
fluorescent light fixture with ON/OFF switch.

The recessed
perforated pan insert
provides a recessed
area for rinsing
specimens and also
provides a lowered
surface to recess
containers such as
beakers closer to
the ventilated work
surface. The pan insert and panel can be supplied as
an additional interchangeable panel that replaces the
standard perforated panel to allow you to switch back
and forth between both panel types.
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Work Surface Enhancements (continued)
Detachable Side Shelf with
Optional Cutting Board

Removable Sink Cover
Removable sink covers
are available for most
TBJ tables to provide
additional flat work
surface area. Covers can
be perforated with various
hole sizes or they can be
solid stainless steel.

The detachable side
shelf mounts on either
side of the table to
create additional
work space as well
as a storage area
for instruments and
tools. It can be moved
anywhere along the
table edge between
the pedestal bases. An optional cutting board insert
is available. Sizes can be customized.

Stainless Steel Divider Inserts

Thermoplastic Cutting Boards

Creates individual workstations instantly
and economically

High density, non-porous surface cutting boards
provide a clean, stable cutting area. They
will not absorb liquids or odors, are easy to
clean and are NSF listed. They are available
in a variety of sizes and configurations. Our
boards can be recessed into the perforated
panel or work top to make them level with the
work surface to provide an ergonomic design
that reduces wrist fatigue.

•

Enhances airflow and containment

•

Height can be adjusted to your
specifications

•

Increases the utility of your workspace
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Height Adjustment
Work Surface Height
Adjustment
Nearly all TBJ workstations and tables can be provided with work
surface height adjustment. This option enables a standard fixed
height table to become ergonomically height adjustable so that
users of various heights can adjust the worksurface to a level that is
comfortable for them. Height control options include:
•

Push-button rocker switch

•

Foot pedal control

•

Manual hand crank control

Accordion Exhaust Bellows for
Height Adjustable Tables
Reinforced neoprene exhaust bellows expand and
contract as the table height is adjusted. The bellows
is attached between the table duct connection and
the building exhaust connection.
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SPECIALTY STAINLESS STEEL CASEWORK,
SINKS AND WORKTABLES

Floor Standing Storage Cabinets
TBJ Vented Storage Cabinets
protect workers from formalin
exposure when storing
or accessing preserved
specimens. Styles include
tall storage cabinets, under
counter cabinets and wall
mounted cabinets. Options
include glass doors, solid
stainless steel doors, hinged
doors and sliding doors. Our
unique High Density Mobile
Storage System can increase
storage space by as much
as 100% as compared to
conventional fixed cabinets.
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Stainless Steel Cabinets, Base Cabinets and Counter Tops
•
•
•
•
•
•

Custom designs and sizes
Single door or double door
Hinged doors or sliding doors
Stainless steel or glass doors
Adjustable shelves
Ventilated options
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Workstation Combinations
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Stainless steel construction
Combination work surface with upper & lower storage cabinets
Numerous cabinet configurations available
Mobile or stationary options
Upper cabinets with stainless steel or glass-framed hinged doors
Locking door & drawer options
Standard 3, 4, 7, and 8 foot models

Surgeon Scrub Sinks
TBJ Scrub Sinks include all of the
necessary features for your pre-surgical
and post-op needs. Three standard
designs are available in a single station,
double station and triple station. Optional
features include manual foot pedal
controlled faucet or automatic electronic
sensor controlled faucet for hands free
operation. Additional features include
thermostatic mixing valves and electronic
soap dispensing.

Wall Mounted

SPECIALTY
CASEWORK
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SPECIALTY STAINLESS STEEL CASEWORK, SINKS
AND WORKTABLES

Wall Mounted Handwash & Service Sinks
TBJ offers several standard models
of heavy duty lab hand wash and
service sinks. Constructed of heavy
gauge stainless steel, features
include goose neck laboratory
faucets with wrist blades and ANSI
approved deck mounted eye wash
options. Custom sizes available.

Stainless Steel Work Sinks
TBJ offers a complete line of made to order
stainless steel work sinks specifically made
for laboratory and hospital use. Work sink
lengths and widths can be customized and
they are available with single, double and
triple bowl sinks. A full line of optional
features such as foot pedal controlled
faucets, electronic faucets, spray guns,
integral ultrasonic cleaners and lever
handle drains are available.
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Mobile Sinks
TBJ Mobile Sinks are designed to
move from room to room and eliminate
the need for a fixed, stationary sink
in every room of your lab thus saving
you valuable floor space and money.
Quick connect hoses for hot water,
cold water and drain enable quick and
easy connections to building utilities.
Standard and custom sink sizes
available.

Laboratory Stainless Steel Work Tables
TBJ has a broad range of standard
and custom stainless steel work tables
designed specifically for the lab
environment. Tables are available with
adjustable leveling feet for stationary
use or with swivel casters with brakes for
mobile usage. A wide variety of options
such as drawers, height adjustment,
electrical outlets and shelving are
available.
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SPECIALTY STAINLESS STEEL CASEWORK, SINKS
AND WORKTABLES

Hospital Prep and Pack Workstations and Tables
TBJ Hospital Prep and Pack Workstations are designed
to meet the demanding instrument reprocessing needs of
the operating room and sterile processing departments.
Simple stainless steel work tables and innovative,
flexible workstations designed specifically for instrument
reprocessing will assist in improved productivity,
organization and instrument management. Available
features include electric height adjustment, flat screen
computer arm and keyboard holder, CPU holder, power
strip, magnification light, adjustable shelving, removable
baskets, storage bins and storage drawers.
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Stainless Steel Mobile Storage Cabinets
•
•
•
•
•

Custom designs and sizes
Heavy duty swivel casters w/brakes
Hinged doors with storage
Pull out drawers w/locks
Pull out shelving for easy access

Stainless Steel Material Handling Carts
TBJ has a full line of standard
multi-purpose material
handling carts with solid
shelves, wire shelves and
swivel casters with brakes.
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SPECIALTY STAINLESS STEEL CASEWORK, SINKS
AND WORKTABLES

Wall Mounted Shelving
•
•
•
•

Custom designs and sizes
Stainless steel fixed shelves
Adjust stainless steel shelves
Hook rack shelving with a wide range
of basket types and accessories
• Gowning Bins

Gowning Bins and Benches
The TBJ Stainless Steel Gowning Bin is
designed to provide a storage area for
lab gowns, gloves, safety glasses, head
and foot covers. Items can be stored in
(6) removable stainless steel storage
bins that provide organized, quick and
easy access to these items. The gowning
bin can easily mount to existing walls
or it can be recessed into walls in new
construction applications. TBJ Stainless
Steel Gowning Benches are available in
9” and 12” widths and 36” through 84”
lengths.
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Pass-Through Chambers
TBJ Stainless Steel Pass-Through Chambers provide contamination-free transfer of materials from one room to
another and eliminates unnecessary personnel entry. Mechanical interlock device eliminates possibility of cross
contamination by allowing only one door to be opened at a time. A full range of sizes in both wall mounted and
floor mounted designs is available. Vented and HEPA filtered options are available.
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SPECIALTY STAINLESS STEEL CASEWORK, SINKS
AND WORKTABLES

Pass-Through Dip Tank
The TBJ Model 16-22 Pass-Through
Dip Tank is designed to enable items to
be passed from one room to another via
a stainless steel dip tank located and
centered between a CMU partition/wall.
The tank shall be designed to hold a
decontaminating agent to decontaminate
items as they are submerged and passed
through to the barrier side of the facility.

Pass-Through Window
The TBJ Pass-Through Window
facilitates movement of decontaminated
items between the decontamination
are and terminal processing areas. Two
optional set-down counters, one on each
side of the window can be supplied in
addition to the window. Each component
is available for mounting in a building
wall or modular wall.
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